NOTES:

- Apply Anti-seize lubricant P/N 508183 or equivalent to outside of puller and inside of anvil.
- Apply Loctite 242 P/N 505316 to these threaded joints per Mfr’s instructions during assembly on tool.
- Apply warning sticker P/N 580273 to anvil holder.

---

PART NO. QTY DESCRIPTION

508818 2 O-RING TOD BUNA-N .121DX.031CG 5
130253 1 LIMIT ROD, PULLER, -10 BT 4
129116 1 HOLDER, ANVIL, 258BT 3
130156 1 ANVIL, CUTTER, 258BT, -10 BT 2
130155 1 PULLER, CUTTER, 258BT, -10 BT 1

---

IDENTIFICATION PER SPEC 42-711: PERMANENT

HUCK INTERNATIONAL, INC., I.S.D.

ITAR/ECCN: EAR99

NOSE, CUT, -10 BT 258BT TOOL

SH#: 8467.99.0190

HTS: 8467.99.0190

FINAL ASSY:

B 99-7923CC

REV DESCRIPTION DET DATE

A RELEASE TRK 4/22/13
B UPDATED VIEWS PER PULLER REVISION, UPDATED PART DESCRIPTIONS HKB 2/23/16